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This report summarizes the programs of research and publications 

of the Economic Growth. Center for academic and fiscal year 1979-80. 

Faculty and visiting fellows during the year conducted research on 

economic development processes, income distribution, choice of tech

nology, economic dem?graphy, agriculture and natural resources, inter-

, national trade and monetary relations, and public finance as well as 

a number of individual country studies. Several countries served as 

the basis for one or more empirical studies. A selective summary of 

these projects is provided in this report under the heading, "Programs 

of Research" beginning on page 14. Publications growing out of these 

studies are listed in Appendices Band C. 

Introduction to the Economic Growth Center 

The Economic Gro,wth Center was established at Yale University in 

1961 in the conviction that an overriding challenge of our era is the 

econom~c develop~ent of the less developed world. The Center seeks 

through theoretical and empirical research to assist in meeting this 

challenge and thereby to contribute to the improvement of human wel

fare in the developing countries. The central objective of the 

Center's research program is to advance our understanding of the 

processes of economic development w.ithin the developing countries and 

the relationships of these countries with the economically advanced 

nations. The results of Center research are designed to contribute 

useful inputs for decision-making and policy formulation by relevant 

national governments, public and privat_e organizations, and others. 

In addition Center staff serve in their individual capacities as 

advisers and consultants to international agencies such as the World 

Bank, national governments, private foundations, other research in

situtions, and to business. 

Over the years the Economic Growth Center has gained inter·national 
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recognition by scholars and policymakers as one of the wo
r1a 1research institutions devoted to the economic problems of 

8 
1eadt

The Growth Center is by far the best 
the d nging countries. e"1Je1estab11

8
h op,largest research organization on economic development ect and. at an

institution in North America; more important, its research 
Y acad

ellltc
. outputProfessionally regarded as high in quality and substanti 1 . tsa lnSince its establishment, research at the Economic G. ainount,rowth C' · 1has encompassed empirica and historical studies in entetdevelopment

cesses in individual countries, theoretical work on econo . Pto,
Illlc deve1ment in the context of societies with abundant supplies of 1 op,. . abor, theroles of multinational corporations, the relationships between ecodevelopment and the distr· ib ·ution of · d nornicincomes, tra e policies 

an
d 

deve1..opment, technology choice and transfer, and population growth.
studies have been concerned with the roles of the public sector 

These 

andgovernmental policy
. 
strategies in fostering economic growth, as well

as with understanding the importance of private sector decision-making
within industry, agriculture and individual households.

A significant portion of the research output of the Economic
Growth Center has been influential both in shaping the internat ional
focus of discussion and research on economic development and as a
significant intellectual input in the formulation of policy.
studies by John Fei and Gustav Ranis on the labor surplus model 

Th

of 

e 

development in the early 1960s, for example, have won considerable
acclaim in advancing the understanding of policymakers in developed
and developing nations of one particular and very important type of
developing economy, with its emphasis on the importance of the food
producing agricultural sector, on the one hand, and the industrial
sector, on the other. More recent work by Fei and Ranis on income
distribution which rigorously links measures of distribution for the
first time to the factors underlying growth, tested empirically by 

th
e

historical experience of Taiwan, has exploded the widely held notion 
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of the necessity of a conflict between economic growth and equity in 

Their work has already won wide atten
the distribution of inc~mes. 

tion and has recently been published for the World Bank by Oxford 

University Press. 

In recent years, the decision-making of households, important 

but neglected private institutions in developing countries, has been 

one central focus of research at the Economic Growth Center, led by 

This work, based on large sample sur
Robert Evenson and Paul Schultz. 

veys, has demonstrated the responsiveness of household behavior to 

economic incentives and has contributed in particular to the discussion 

of population policy in less developed countries by shedding light 

on both the limitations and efficient implementation of family plan

ning programs aimed at attenuating high population growth rates. 

The Center does not attempt to promote particular development 

strategies or policies; its strength lies in the intellectual in

dependence, objectivity, and diversity of approach of its research 

At the same time the Center is responsible both for defining
staff. 

an overall research strategy and for creating an intellectual en

vironment that stimulates the research activities of its faculty. 

Thus, while projects are separate, because development problems are 

by their nature interrelated, interaction among researchers in areas 

of mutual interest is both extensive and intensive. The Center's 

research output is made avaiJable to the scientific, business and 

The Center publishes
government connnunities through several channels. 

a series of monographs through the Yale University Press; a number 

of other book-length studies are pubi'ished by other academic and com

mercial presses. Reprints of selected journal articles by staff mem

bers are circulated to scholars and institutions in the field of 

Prelim
development economics throughout the world as Center Papers. 

inary work receives limited distribution in the form of Center Discus-

sion Papers. The faculty participate extensively in both academic 
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and non-academic forums throughout the world. 

Another important aspect of the Center is the further 
tra:1.n:1.in economic development provided economists as junior facult ng 

11 i II y Otvisiting scholars; these alunm, now more than a hundred, 
enrichthe staffs of a large number of government and academic 

institutiin the United States and abroad. Moreover, as members of the ons
researstaff hold professorial appointments in the Yale Department ch

of Econ,omics and have teaching as well as research responsibilitie
s, the

Economic Growth Center building hosts a continual flow of d. gra uate
students in Department seminars, workshops, and courses. 

In addition
the Growth Center sponsors a number of seminars and discussion meet. ' 
Teh research of t he f acu1ty and · · ti f 11 · lngs ·visi ng e ows is supported by a 

small staff of computer progrannners, research assistants, secretaries
,

and administrative personnel. 

'Financial Support 

I 
The Economic Growth Center's research program is significantly 

dependent on funding from non-Yale sources. External support makesI possible a somewhat larger staff than required by the University ' s 
teaching goals, including both professorial appointments and particu
larly research support staff. It provides not only a certain amount 
of time released from teaching during the academic year and research 
support during the summer, but also supports some research abroad 
by the faculty during leaves of absence.I

l 
Funding for Economic Growth Center research during 1979-80 was 

proreceived from a variety of sources. The University, of course,
sit ions ,vided the essential basic support through funding of faculty po 
d othermaintenance of the speciai'ized Economic Growth Center Library an 

f 
. and otherUniversity library collections, and the provision of of ices 

services. Grants for specific projectswere made by the Henry LuceI
I 
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Foundation, Inc., the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the Select Commis

sion on Immigration and Refugee Policy, the U.S. Agency for Interna

tional Development, National Science Foundation, Rockefeller-Ford 

Foundations' Research Program in Population and Development Policy, 

the National Institutes of Health and the Japan Foundation. The 

Flora and William Hewlett Foundation, the Exxon Educational Foundation,-the Ford Foundation, the Lemberg Foundation, the Marine ,Midlani-Ba~k, 
... . .... ... ---.... .. ·-· ....- . - .. -

the~bil Foundation, th:..1!,~~_Q_u~:_~n~y~_'!'!.usr. .~~p~ny, the Ov~~~~?ok 

Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation, and private individuals made..-------
broader, multi-purpose grants less tied to specific projects. These 

were specially important as seed money for "intellectual risktaking" 

purposes. These funds are used to develop new projects; to hire 

exceptionally able junior faculty staff members prior to the avail

ability of project funding; to cover staff costs arising between 

funded projects; to undertake developmental research in important 

frontier areas for which research funding may not always be available 

due to the exigencies of government or foundation policies; and to 

respond flexibly and quickly to new intellectual opportunities as they 

arise. 

Staff and Visiting Scholars, 1979-80 

Professor Gustav Ranis became Acting Director of the Growth 

Center and Associate Professor Nicholas Lardy served as Assistant 

Director. 

The Growth Center professional staff in~luded nine professors, 

two associate professors, four assistant professors, one lecturer, 

and a senior consultant, as follows: 

Professors: Richard N. Cooper (on leave as Under-Secretary of 

State for Economic Affairs, Washington), Carlos F. Diaz-Alejandro, 

Robert E. Evenson, John c. H. Fei, Hugh Patrick, Gustav Ranis, Lloyd 
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G. Reynolds, T. Paul Schultz, and T. N. Srinivasan. 

Associate Professors: Nicholas Lardy and Ken
neth l-101 . 

Assistant Professors: Mary Ann Baily, Paul Kr Pl.n,
ugman

' LoukaPapaefstratiou, and Brian Wright• 

Lecturer: Jennifer Roback. 

Senior Consultant: Simon Kuznets. 

The Growth Center made one junior appointment d
uring th

e YearZvi Eckstein. Eckstein' s special fields of interest .
include ' 

and development economics, macro and monetary theory and trade

''R applied
econometrics. His Ph.D. dissertation, ational EXpectations ...,

" nOde1.
of Agricultural Supply: The Egypt i an Case, provides a f lng

rame~ork f 

investigating the influence of product prices on agricult
ura1 

0 t 

p~~~
tion and land allocation in a smal1 open economy. Eckstein's 

. appoint,
ment is of great importance to the Growth Center since he bri

ngs needo
strengths in the theory of rational expectations and econo . ,d 

metrics 

Because tenure openings at Yale are ex tremely limited . . · 
' inevitably 

the Center loses some non-tenured faculty as opportunities ar·
ise else-

where. During 1979-80 Mark Rosenzweig resigned to accept a tenured 

position in the Department of Economics at the University of Minnesota
,
· 

Paul Krugman resigned to become Associate Professor of Economics at the 

Sloan School of Management at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology; 

and Mary Ann Baily left for Washington to become Staff Economist of the 

President's Couunission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medic ine 

and Biomedical and Behavioral Research. 

We regret the resignation of Richard N. Cooper, Frank Alts chu l 

Professor of Economics, and long a valued member of the Growt h Center 

faculty. Mr. Cooper had been on leave since January 1977 to serve as 

Under-Secretary of State for Economic Affairs. He will become the 

Maurits Boaz Professor of International Economics at Harvard Univer-

sity. 
. to be a 

The Postdoctoral Program in Economic Demography continues 
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major focus of research activity at the Growth Center. During 1979-

1980 Kathryn Anderson, a postdoctoral fellow from North Carolina 

State University who had come to the Growth Cener in 1978-1979, ex

tended her study under the auspices of a fellowship awarded her by 

the National Institute of Health. She assumed a position as Assistant 

Professor of Economics at Vanderbilt University beginning in the 

academic year 1980-1981. Nancy Folbre, a postdoctoral fellow from 

the University of Massachusetts, completed the term of her appointment 

and left to become Assistant Professor of Economics at Bowdoin College. 

M. Anne Hill, a postdoctoral fellow from Duke University who joined the 

Growth Center in January 197~ will remain through the academic year 

1980-1981 continuing her research on the relationships between school

ing, fertility, and the labor supply of women. The research carried 

out by these individuals is summarized below in Programs of Research. 

Two new postdoctoral appointments have been made in the Economic 

Demography Program for 1980-1981. David Blau, who received his Ph.D. 

from the University of Wisconsin-Madison, will analyze household 

decisions relating to child and adult nutrition in Nicaragua. Anil 

Deolalikar, a postdoctoral fellow from Stanford University, will be 

modeling intertemporal resource allocation and demand behavior using 

Indian sample survey data. 

A number of visiting fellows spent all or part of the academic year 

engaged in research at the Growth Center. Hans Binswanger, a previous 

visitor from the International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid 

Tropics in Hyderabad India, returned for several months to continue his 

joint research with Robert Evenson on Indian agriculture. Masumi Kishi, a 

visitor from Tokai University in Tokyo, was here to do research on 

international monetary economics. Erlinda Medalla, from the Philippine 

National Economic and Development Authority, visited the Center under the 

auspices of the United Nations Development Program. Sharif Mohammad, 

of the Institute of Economic Growth at the University of Delhi, worked 
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on issues related to trade, growth and income distribution
economic development. Tatsuyuki Ota visited the Growth 

in 
lndi

Center <ltiNagoya University of Commerce for several months in the ft 01ll.
sunnnerKeij iro Otsuka, from the Tokyo Metropolitan University. , Pursued

Of 1979, work on research in Indian agriculture. Edward Sparlin hisg, from CState University 0, is pursuing research on agricultural lo't,1.leconomic 110Victor Tok.man visited the Growth Center from the Internat·
J.ona1 L

s.
Office's World Employment Program in Santiago, Chile. Pete abotr 'Wattfrom Monash University in Australia . The research contribut. Visited

J.ons ofthese visitors are summarized below under Programs of Research. 

Executive Committee 

The activities of the Center are overseen and guided by its
Executive Committee, which includes the full professors in the Centerthe Chairman of the Department of Economics, the Director of the
Concilium on International and Area Studies, the Associate provost of 

' 

the University, and a senior consultant. During 1979-80 the
Executive Committee members were Carlos Diaz-Alejandro, Robert Evenson,
John Fei, Albert Fishlow, Simon Kuznets, Merton J. Peck, Sherry Penney ,
Gustav Ranis, Lloyd Reynolds, T. Paul Schultz, and T. N. Srinivasan. 

Advisory Connnittee 

The Economic Growth Center benefits from an Advisory Conunittee
consisting of outstanding business leaders concerned with the develop
ing countries. This Connnittee provides a forum for consideration of
basic issues of Center structure, organization, research focus, and 

I 
finance. In 1979-80 the Advisory Committee reviewed Center longer
run research apportunities and priorities, hiring strategies, 8nd 
funding. The Advisory Connnittee continued its efforts to assure 

annual 

i 
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,support ,for . the , Economic Growth -Center . fro~ a •select number •of cor

porate and individual donors in order _~o meet .the .need for ba~i~ · · 

seed money for _new _intellectual .risktaking. For these _,and other .pur~ -

the •Center staff -prepared .- '.'An. Introduction to the Eco ies · : nom c 

Growth center; " a brochure. available upon . request • . 

Member ~--of the_Advis9ry _Conun;l.tt~e in 1979-:-BOi were: . 

Henry J. Heinz II , ,.Chairman.. of l the ~Board, _. H. , J _. Heinz; Coiµpany 

pos , 

(Co-Chairman) ; . ·, . ' · , ,·.,_, ·', :i ,. . · ;·;·. ~·· _, '!•. . 

Malcolm K. Brachman, Chairman ,of '.. the · Board. ~nd Chief Ex~cutive 

Officer, Pioneer American·; Insµ:rance _Company ,. (Co-Chairman); 

Frank Altschul ; Chairma11-; Emeritus, ;Board,.o~ Dire~tors, .G~neral.. 
······-,.-· ·- ---- -· .. -- .,. __ ,.,.__ __ .. _ -----. ·- · 

.·: Ameri~an., InvE:stor~ ,- Company·, :, Inc_,; ,.·_·_ i• .• • , 
._. _.__,_._ ·- ----•·-- •··. -- . - - . --

Jack F. Bennett, Senior Vice President, Exxon Corporation; 

Marvin Bower, Director, McKinsey:~ and-i_Conipany,_, Inc. -; ,.. .,., .,' _ ,..., .. 
••--·- - A• -- ~ - •••• ..•-••-• ••- • • - - ..- o· •• •- • • • • -• • -

Irving S. Friedman, Consultant, First Boston Corporation; 

Ichiro t",Hattori, i";President , . .DainLrSeikqsha1,Coµipa11y , ._, Ltd . _, Tokyo Japan; 

John~R•.:Petty, ,:,-~resident;, ,_. Ma~in~.i~idla_n~ ,l39-n½, :: Inc; ; ::: ... 

Alexandercl M~·,:Vagli_ano; :' Exli:cµt,;i..y_e Vice •. Presi~ent, ._, Morgan G~aranty .Trust 

._:. : ' · .--.... . ... -
I • l ._.J • ~ • 

Paul:, C, : Warnke, f Fprmer;•, Dj.r.~_ctor; Up.ite4._,Sta_te~;1Arms _. Control and , 

. ,, .,. _, 

Frazar1.B 
0 
. _:- Wilcle, s .Gha;L:rman:; ;E:me~itus, , Conn~_~ticut,G.eneral . Life .Insur~nce 

-.-.> •.Disarpiament:1AgencyJ:..) 'art1:er:, ~Cli-ffo.r _<;l- 1,~,,Warnk~; ~. 

Economic Growth Center publications during 1979-8~ are listed: in 

Appendix ;B. -i Th_ey ·: incl.ucle . J>oqks; the :Center,~ Paper ! series, -·which .reprints 

journal; arti~les .and ~ook _; cpapters ,authored by Center . staff; , and .the_,. 

Discussic>n :.Pape;r .series, ~hich.- circulates research results :- in prelim.- .__ 

inary. form: for: professional comment. Considerable ,faculty research . is 
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published elsewhere but should be regarded as part of th
e Center

put. Writings not included in the list of Growth Center 0ut ...
PUb!i

include books that are published elsewhere, rather th cations
. an in the 

Economic Growth Center series at the Yale University p
ress, and 

articles and essays, especially those· contained in book
s that ca

f nnotbe included in the Center Paper reprint series because 
o high re.. 

printing costs. A representative list of such related 
PUhlicat1 

by Center staff for 1979-80 appears in Appendix c. ons 

The following -book to be 'ptiblished in the Center 8 i
er es at the 

Yale University Press was ·in press in 1979-80: 

Nural Islam, Foreign Trade and Economic Control in Dev
e10 Pment • 

The Case of United Pakistan (Yale University Pr -
ess, due 198 

1) . 

International and Development Economics 

The Department of Economics and the Economic Growth Center offer 

a one-year program of study in International and Development Economics 

leading to the Master .of Arts degree~ Closely associated with the 

research program of the Economic Growth Center, the International and 

Development Economics Program replaces the International and Foreign 

Economic Administration Program previously offered. The Programpro

vides an intensive course of study for ·students from developing and 

developed countries with a professional interest in international 

economics and development. Most students in the Program have ex

perience in central banks, foreign ministries, planning agencies and 

other public and private agencies concerned with international econ

omics and development. 

The International and Development Economics program of study 

requires the completion of eight courses including five required 

courses specifically designed for the program, and three elective 
t
acourses• The required courses are intended to provide an underS 

nd
-
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ing of basic economic theory and quantitat·ive methods useful for 

economic policy analysis. An option of a second-year of non-degree 

elective study is available to a few highly qualified students whose 

career plans, prior 'training, and/or performance in the first year 

indicate further course work is advisable.· 

Twelve students received degrees in the Program during 1979-80. 

They came to Yale from the following countries: Mexico, Taiwan, 

Surinam, Philippines, Bangladesh, Japan, Korea, Chile, and Pakistan. 

Eighteen . students were accepted for the Program in 1980-81 represent

ing Mexico, Argentina, · Japan, Taiwan, Israel, Philippines, United 

States, Lebanon, India, France, and Thailand. 

Pacific ·Trade and Development Conferences ·secretariat 

The Economic Growth Center ·serves as American Secretariat for the 

Pacific Trade -and Development .Conferences Series. These conferences, 

which began at Japanese •initiative in 1968, examine economic policy 

issues affecting refations among nations bordering ·the Pacific Ocean. 

The purpose of -these conferences is not primarily, to originate 

specific policy pro_posals--although that sometimes results--but to 

delineate issues and to consider policy ·options, to present basic 

relevant empirical evidence, to make national interests and points 

of view explici_t, and generally to provide a more informed basis for 

Partici
policy discussion of these issues in the Pacific nations. 

pants are mainly well-known academic economists from the Pacific 

nations who have considerable policy ·experience in their own govern

ments and elsewhere; international organization and government officials 

have also attended but in a private capacity. Several Growth Center 

faculty have . been involved in Pacific Trade and Development Conferences. 

Hugh Patrick has attended all the conferences, and is atmember of the 

Richard
International Organizing Connnittee and its Executive Committee. 
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Cooper, 
Robert Evenson an

d Gustav Ranis have presented papers ator more of the conferences 
i
n 

. 
one

areas of their special expertiseThe Papers and Procee
opment Conference, hel 

dings of the Tenth Pacific Trade and
•
ndi March 1979, were published by Austral·

eve1~National University Press 

n 

1an
in summer 1980, as ·ASEAN · rn a Changi~Pacific and World Economy, Ross Garnaut, editor.for the Eleventh 

Planning proceed
edoping countries, to be held in Seoul, Korea in September 1980. 

Conference, on trade and growth in the advanced dn~·e.i-
Twelvth Conference, on The 

~v _

the theories of development and trade in no
Canada, August 1981. 

n-
food renewable resources (land and oce_an) will be held in Vancouver,This series of policy-oriented conferences on trade and other
economy relationships among the Pacific nations has become a major· I 
source of reserach on the economic interaction among these economies,
which has taken on heightened relevance with the recent public policy
discussions about a Pacific economic community.features of an Organization for Pacific Trade and ' Development were 

The concept and basic 

Participants in these conferences from throughout the region have been 

developed in substantial part through these conference discussions.active participants in these recent discussions on the possibilities
of regional economic cooperation including the formation of a Pacific

economic community. 

The .Library 

The holdings of the Economic Growth Center Collection are concentra

ted on materials relating to statistics, economics and planning in devel

oping countries. Particular strength resides in holdings of more than 

4,000 serially issued government documents and research publications,
Because of the specialized reference service provided at the Social

Science Library, where the collection is housed, and increased visibility 
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resulting from an integrated catalog covering both theCenterand Social 

Science Library collections, Economic Growth Center materials are wide

ly used. In 1979-80 circulation rose over 30% from the previous year 

to 11,076 volumes. Undergraduate students working on senior essays 

and graduate students in Sociology and Political Science Departments 

use the Collection in increasing numbers as do students of the School 

of Organization and Management and the School of Forestry. 

Increased use can be attributed to the fact that the Collection is 

in good condition and continues to grow in size. During the two academic 

years 1978-79 and 1979-80 over 6,500 monographs and serials were added 

to the Collection. This occurred in spite of the continuing erosion of 

the purchasing power of the acquisition budget. Key factors include 

inflation, the slow growth of the acquisitions budget within University 

libraries as a whole, the need to utilize book dealers abroad at greater 

cost, and price increases for materials acquired directly from govern

ment offices and printers. Exchanges for Center Papers and Center Dis

cussion Papers brought a significant share of the volumes received. 

The Center's library, one of the most comprehensive collections 

of its kind in the United States, continues to extend services to those 

doing research outside the Yale Community. Visiting scholars have full 

use of the Collection. Internships for librarians from less developed 

countries help them in organizing their own collections and open chan

nels for sharing the benefits of expertise developed within the Center's 

Collection. Inter-library loans are transacted with other universities 

and institutions. They are expected to grow considerably because all 

current cataloging of the Collection is now being entered in a computer

ized system of The Research Libraries Group, an inter-university con

sortium. Over twenty universities throughout the United States, includ

ing Stanford, Berkeley, Princeton, Columbia and others, will have direct 

access to information about Growth Center Collection holdings. 
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PROGRAMS OF RESEARCH 

Scholars at the Economic Growth Center during 1979-80 
conducted 

research on economic development processes, income distributi on, 
technology, economic demography, agriculture · and natural resources 

, 
international trade and monetary relations, and the role of the 

government sector. The geographical coverage of this work was 
world-

wide, with somewhat greater focus on Asia--in particular China 1 d' 
' n la 

Japan, the Philippines and Taiwan--and Latin America, especially , 

Brazil and Colombia. 

Economic Development Processes 

Lloyd Reynolds continued his an~lysis of economic growth in 

selected third world countries from 1870 to the present time. His 

sample includes about 30 countries with populations of 10 million 

or more for- which reasonably comparable statistical measurements 

are available from about . 1950 on. For earlier periods, he is relying 

on economic histories of particular countries plus .fragmentary quanti

tative data, mainly relating to international trade. The country 

studies produced at the Growth Center are proving to be decidely 

helpful. An initial tour d'horizon of his hypotheses and research 

methodology was presented at the December 1979 meetings ~f the 

American Economic Association and has been published as "Economic 

Development in ~istorical Perspective" (Center Paper No. 288). 

Reynolds' ·initial hypothesis is that sustained growth in some 

of the third world countries began earlier than has often been 

assumed--in· the mid-nineteenth century for some Latin American 

countries, in the_years 1870-1914 £or some Asian countries. A secou<l 
· havehypothesis. is that the growth prospects -of third world countries 

1·albeen dominated throughout by growth rates in the advanced industr 
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countries and by associated trends in international trade. There 

was a strong growth escalator from 1870-1914, onto which quite a 

Conditions were less favorable
few countries were able to climb. 

from 1914-1945, but the world economic boom of 1945-73 again pro

vided a strong stimulus to development. In each period, however, 

some countries climbed onto the escalator while others did not, and 

quite a few third world countries have still not embarked on sus

To explain these differing country experiences, which
tained growth. 

presumably derive from internal economic and social structures, is 

the most difficult task in development analysis.· 

Carlos Diaz-Alejandro was a Visiting Professor in the Department 

of Economics, Pontificia Universidade Catolica do Rio de Janeiro, 

Brazil from February through June 1980 where he pursued his major 

This in
research interest--the economic history of Latin America. 

terest is reflected in "Latin America in Depression, 1929-1939," 

which analyzes the exchange rate as a variable which can stimulate 

growth and avoid monetary deflation (Center Discussion Paper No. 344), 

and in "Exchange Rates and Terms of Trade in the Argentine Republic 

Finally, he authored
1913-1976" (Center Discussion Paper No. 341). 

"Southern Cone Stabilization Plans" (Center Discussion Paper No. 330), 

an analysis of attempts to control chronic inflation and balance of 

payments disequilibria in major Latin American countries. 

John Fei, in collaboration with Ts'ui-jung Liu of Academica 

Sinica in Taiwan, wrote "The Growth and Decline of the Chinese 

This research,
Family Clan" (Center Discussion Paper No. 334). 

which is an outgrowth of earlier works on Chinese demography in an 

historical context, was based on primary data from Chinese genealogies. 

On research leave during the academic year, Hugh Patrick spent 

the fall at Australian National University, Canberra, and the period 

from January 1980 at Tokyo University in Japan. His research was in 

three main areas: the problems and prospects for regional economic 
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cooperation among the Pacific Basin economies, and evaluation of 

possible institutional mechanisms for economic cooperation; Japan's 

foreign trade and economic relations; and the postwar development 

His leave was funded
of the Philippine conunercial banking syS t em. 

by grants from the Luce Foundation and the Economic Growth Center's 

program of research on Japan in the world E~onomy. 

Possible economic cooperation among the Pacific nations has 

received increasing public policy intereSt over the past year, es

pecially in the United States, Japan, and Australia. Patrick pre

pared (with Peter Drysdale of Australian National University) an 

"Evaluation of a Proposed Asian-Pacific Regional Economic Organization" 

published July 1979 by the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations. He 

also testified in July before the Senate and House Subcommittees on 

Asian and Pacific Affairs; his testimony, "The Pacific Connnunity" "7as 

later published by the House Subcommittee. In Australia and Japan 

Patrick participated in academic and governmental discussions on the 

Pacific economic community. 

The main thrust of Patrick's research efforts was on Japanese 

foreign trade and economic relations with particular f~cus on U.S.

Japan economic relations. He continued his research with Gary 

Saxonhouse of the University of Michigan on Japan's expanding role 

in the world economy from 1955 to 1980. Considerable time was also 

devoted to a project with Hideo Sato of Yale's Department of Political 

Science on the political economy of U.S.-Japan trade in steel and 

In November 1979 he was appointed by President
agricultural products. 

Carter as one of the four American members of the Japan-United States 

Economic Relations Group, which will issue a report in December 1980 

with recommendations on how better to manage the bilateral economic 

He was actively involved in the Group's discussions
relationship. 

He also
and efforts to organize background studies for its report. 

completed a survey of Japan's postwar economy (Center Discussion Paper 
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No. 349). 

In addition, as an extension of his earlier research on the 

development of the Japanese financial system (see, for example, Center 

Discussion Paper No. 345) and its relevance for the contemporary LDCs, 

he began a project on the postwar development of the Philippine com

mercial banking system. Important issues being considered include 

the evolving structure of the banking system, differential patterns 

of bank performance, credit allocation by banks, and central bank 

monetary policy. 

Income Distribution 

Two major Center Discussion Papers on income distribution by 

Simon Kuznets were issued in 1979-80. The first (Center Discussion 

Paper No. 342) analyzes the association between income per household 

and household size. The paper shows that larger- households have 

higher income per household but lower household income per person. 

Two important co~sequences follow. First, larger households dominate 

the higher income levels of the distribution of income per household, 

while smaller households dominate the higher income levels of the 

distributi~n of income per person. Second, the greater the inequal

ity in the distribution of households by size, the greater the in

equality in the distribution of household by income per household 

or in the distribution of persons by household income per person, 

or both. Thus wider inequality in the distribution of households by 

size may contribute to wider inequality in the total distribution of 

income among persons. 

This finding leads to great interest in inequalities in the dis

tribution of households by size, the central topic of the second paper 

(Center Discussion Paper No. 343). An unexpected finding was that a 

large group of countries widely distributed among levels of development 
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showed very narrow differences in inequality in the distributi 

households by size. The exceptions were a small number on Of 
of count

in the SubSaharan and Car ibbean reg i ons • It i s particulari 't!es 
'J Sttil-

that in the cross-section, less developed countries With th ~tng 
eir la-..1> 

average household size and more deve1oped countries With th. ~~e 
el.r Stna11 

average household size showed similar magnitudes of relative in~ 
equality in the distribution of households by size. There \.las no 
any marked trend over time in the ioovement of inequalities i 

n the 
size distribution of households over time. 

This rough invariance in cross-section and rough stabil' 
l.ty over 

time in inequality in the distribution of households by size means 

the absence of a direct contribution of this factor to possibl
e dif~ 

ferences or trends .over time in inequality in the distribution by 

income per household or per ·person. 

Kuznets' research. on the demographic . components of conventi 
onany 

derived income distributions is continuing. He notes that the per 

person incomes of larger ho~seholds are usually significantly lower 

than those of smaller households but that large households usually 

contain a much greater proportion of children. His research is now 

focusing on two related issues. First:, is there a significant nega

tive association between the nu~ber of children in the household and 

the level of per person income .over the full lifetime span? Second , 

is the relative differential between per unit incomes of children and 

adults wider in the developed countries, with their much lower bu t 

more concentrated proportion of children in the household populat ion, 

than in the less developed countries~· with their much higher but more 

widespread proportion of children in the household population? 

Kuznets' Discussion Papers issued during 1979-80 have been 

accepted for publication in volumes three and four of Research in 

Population Economics edited by Julian L. Simon and Julie Da Vanzo. 

A major work by John Fei, Gustav Ranis and Shirley w. Y. Kuo 
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(ttofessor of Economics, National Taiwan University), Growth With 

!._~!~v! The Taiwan Case, was published by Oxford University Press 

in l~t e 1979. This study presents a new methodology for analyzing 

s)t:stelnatically the linkage between growth and equity during the 

pr ,;ces s of development. 

Fei ~t1d Ranis both continue to be engaged in other research on 

.tnc"3mt! dis t ribution. Fei's earlier paper "Equity Oriented Fiscal 

Pt,)gtam~u (Center Discussion Paper No. 306) has been accepted for 

puh1itatfon in Econornl:!trica. This is a theoretical paper which shows 

tlu.\t a rational fiscal program which is progressive but preserves 

intetYtives can be uniquely determined once the size of the government 

t,utlget has been determined. Fei has also coauthored (with Graham 

l:-'·s·~tt, Senior Advisor, Development Research Center, World Bank) an 

1Y\\!'€Stigation of the magnitude of error introduced when ·grouped data 

~n'~ used to calculate measures of overall income inequality. This 

p~1.\'.)~t' ·wi l l be published in the Quarter1~, Journal of Economics. 

R~n:is ' fu rther research in this area is an analysis of the influence 

of i:'ett ility behavior across socio-economic groups on the distribu

ti \\ of income. 

T. N. Srinivasan joined a growing number of scholars connnenting 

m, ~~r-1i er work carried out by Gary S. Fields at the Economic Growth 

~€.\:lter. Srinavasan and several coauthors, in a paper "Who Benefits 

:frt'ln'l Economic Development?: Comment" published in the American 

E: '"on~1ic Review in March 1980, argue that Fields' data do not support 

his ~ontention that the average incomes of the poor in Brazil have 

;gt\)Wl'l faster than the non-poor. 

Victor E. Tokman, Director of the Program on Regional Employment 

in Latin America and the Caribbean, devoted part of his visit to the 

Growth Center to research on the effects of the informal sector on 

ectmomic inequality. This work, which appeared as "The Influence of 

the Urban Informal Sector on Economic Inequality" (Center Discussion 
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importance of market structure as a determinant of patents issued 

The results showed that, except in the chemicalto Indian firms. 

and transportation equipment industries, small and medium size firms 

were more invention intensive than the largest firms. This pattern 

is quite similar to that observed in the United States and indicates 

that the capacity to produce inventions is broadly distributed among 

firms. 
The findings of the first phase of the National Science Founda-

tion Project on technology choice are being written and will appear 

as future Center Discussion Papers. A second phase of the research 

is described below under Major New Research Projects 1980-81. 

Economic Demography 

The central focus of research on economic demography at the 

Growth Center is the household. It emphasizes quantitative studies 

based on models of private household decision-making in relation to 

the economic environment. Research includes studies of labor supply, 

allocation of time by family members, investment in human capital, 

fertility, marriage, health, mortality, migration, contraception and 

techniques of measuring demographic events. 

During the last year Mark Rosenzweig and Paul Schultz have 

worked on three projects on the determinants of child health in the 

United States, india and Colombia. The first study outlines a 

methodology for estimating the determinants of a child's health 

characteristics at birth. An objective of the research is to show 

that factors influencing child health in the household, such as use 

of prenatal medical care, smoking and work of the mother, the mother's 

age and number of births, are all decision variables that are demanded 

in different amounts because prices, incomes and education of parents 

differ. An economic model is formulated in order to estimate jointly 
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(1) the factors influencing the birthweight of children (a 
tneasu'tof child health at birth) and (2) the biological/technolo . e 

g1ca1 'te
lationship between parent behavior and the characteristics at 

bi'tth.The theoretical model illustrates the advantages of 
estitnati 

jointly the health production technology and the determina t ng 
n s of th

activities potentially affecting infant health, particularl e
Y 'When 

households differ (are heterogeneous) with respect to factor 
, s af-

fecting health which are known to parents but not to the res
earcher 

The empirical analysis is based on a sample of over 9000 legitimate. 
births in the United States from 1967 to 1969 and geographical 

in-
formation on prices, and health and family planning programs. Four 
factors influencing health--smoking while pregnant, time of prenatal 
medical care, age at birth and birth order--and three birth outcomes 
were ultimately considered-birthweight, gestation, and birthweightl. 

I • ,I \ normalized by gestation.\111 
;' !,ll The analysis is set forth in detail in "Birthweight, the Pro
' \ tl duction of Child Health and Input Demand" (Center Discussion Paper No .I I 
I t 

352). Rosenzweig and Schultz show that smoking while pregnant hast 
a very large negative effect on birthweigh_t, as found in other 
single-factor direct correlation studies of birthweight and smoking. 

I 

Significant interactions were also found among birth order, timing 
of births, prenatal care, and smoking. Since these inputs have less 

I , 
t explanatory power in the case of gestation than they do in the study 
i !
' il 
lI , !f of birthweight, gestation may be less readily affected by socioeconomic 

conditions and more a reflection of biologically exogenous variability. 
i
I 

lj 
: j" 

The availability of governmen~ supported health programs is associated 
I 
l 

' with somewhat better infant health characteristics, as anticipated.i 
;· A working assumption underlying much study of household behavior 

is that a family utility function exists, permitting study of inter
generational allocation as an orderly optimizing process. The ques
tion addressed in a study of Indian data by Rosenzweig and Schultz is 

I 
.. 

-- · I 
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whether parents allocate their investments across offspring to com

plement the distribution of genetic endowments of their children or 

to compensate for these endowments, and thereby to equalize the 

economic opportunities available to their children. In a low income 

country child survival may be a sensitive indicator of parent in

vestment in children. Their paper, "Market Opportunities, Genetic 

Resources and the Intra-Family Distribution of Resources: Child 

survival in Rural India" (Center Discussion Paper No. 347), suggests 

that the preference for compensating investments in offspring, 

assumed by other economists, does not necessarily dominate behavior. 

Rather the random differences in genetic traits of children, associated 

in this case with sex, evoke in India a reinforcing allocation of fam

ily resources. Children who are expected to be more economically pro

ductive adults receive a larger share of family resources and have a 

greater propensity to survive as children. These results imply that 

attempts to equalize the earnings opportunities of men and women in 

the current generation, therefore, may reduce the dispersion of 

earnings more in future generations than in the contemporaneous per

iod. Moreover, the general association found between household 

wealth and improved female relative to male survival also suggests 

that greater equality in survival opportunities between children is 

sought as the wealth of families increases in India. 

The third study by Rosenzweig and Schul°tz examines the deter

minants of fertility and child mortality in Colombia. Although the 

investigation is not yet complete, a number of findings may be noted. 

The schooling level of the mother has a negative and statistically 

significant effect on fertility and child mortality in all age groups 

in both urban and rural areas. In urban areas family planning ex

penditures and the number of clinics and hospital beds per capita are 

associated with both lower fertility and child mortality. Thus 

family planning and health programs appear to reinforce each other 
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in terms of achieving the parallel goals of lower fertility and 

highet child survival in Colombian cities. However, neither Set 
of programs have a consistent effect on the surrounding populati

ons 
living in the rural areas of these same municipalities. Dist 

ance to 
the administrative center of the region, measured in time requ · ired 
to reach the capital of the Department (Province), is consistently 

positively associated with the level of child mortality among ru
ra1 

and urban residents in the municipality. Increased mean temper t 
a ures 

which closely parallel decreased altitude in Colombia, are asso i ' c ated 
with increased child mortality, at least up to the range 20-25 centi-

grade. Fertility also follows this general pattern with respect to 

temperature levels, rising initially and then eventually falling at 

very high temperatures. More research is planned to understand these 

strong temperature gradients in vital rates across Colombia. 

Paul Schultz began research that appraises how differences in 

demand beQavior of migrants and nonmigrants may reflect the distinct 

preferences of migrants and regional variation in relative prices. 

If migrants differ .in their preference orderings for a good and the 

price of this good differs across regions, then when average prices 

and wage opportunities are held constant, migrants will demand on 

average less of the good than will nonmigrants in a region where 

that good is relatively costly. Conversely, migrants will demand 

relatively more of the good in regions where it is relatively cheap. 

The hypothesis that migrants are selectively drawn according to 

their preferences implies that if children are more costly to parents 

in urban than in rural areas, then rural-urban migrants should exhibit 

a long-run tendency to prefer lower fertility than urban nonmigrants, 

other things equal. Also, migrants within the rural sector should 

exhibit higher fertility than those who do not move from their rural 

birthplace. A joint paper, "Migrant and Native Fertility in Colombia 

in 1973: Are Migrants Selected According to Their Reproductive Prefer-
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ences?" (Center Discussion Paper No. 355) with Helena Ribe, a pre

doctoral fellow in the Economic Demography Program, confirmed the 

predictions of the migrant selectivity hypothesis with regard to 

Schultz is continuing to formalize this
reproductive behavior. 

approach to migrant behavior across several categories of demand, 

including female labor force participation, and investments of 

In each case relative
parents in child schooling and survival. 

prices are thought to differ systematically between rural and urban 

areas in most low income countries, and thus the direction that 

migrants move may reflect systematic differences in their preferences 

for these several demands. 

Kenneth Wolpin, Robert .Evenson and Mark Rosenzweig completed a 

research project on "Fertility and Child Health" funded by USAID. This 

study, utilizing household survey and other data from both India and 

the Philippines, shows that family characteristics, such as income 

and parentals:::hooling, did influence child health and mortality in 

the expected .direction, but that these effects were relatively small 

in magnitude. The availability of health services at low cost, for 

example through rural health center programs, appears to be a major 

determinant of health and mortality in both countries. 

Kenneth Wolpin completed a paper "A New Test of the Permanent 

Income Hypothesis: The Impact of Weather on the Income and Consumption 

of Farm Households .on India" (Center Discussion Paper No. 340). This 

paper utilizes weather information to examine Milton Friedman's 

hypothesis that households tailor current consumption to permanent 

This theory is difficult to test
rather than to current income. 

because permanent income is unobservable. This paper circumvents the 

problem by examining tr_aditional . Indian agriculture where technology 

is stable and in which a component of permanent income, namely that 

due to permanent weather, can be observed and measured. Using a 

three-year household survey panel of farm households in India combined 
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with district level rainfall data, the permanent income elasticit 
- .of consumption is estimated to be around unity as asserted by F 

y 

. riedlllan 
I ' ( ' Estimates of the transitory income effect on consumption bas d · , e upon 

self-reported weather data in the survey, provide weaker suppo t 
r for 

' I the ordering of the transitory and permanent income effects pr d'l e l.cted 
by Friedman. 

A second paper by Wolpin, coauthored with Robert Evenson and 

Mark Rosenzweig, explored the effect of governmental family planning 
and health programs on fertility, child mortality, and child health 

in India and the Philippines. These programs are assessed in a house
hold decision model where government programs are considered to 

affect prices faced by households. For example, a family planning 
clinic reduces the price of contraception and a health clinic reduces 
the price of health care. Viewed in this way, ·programs designed to 

influence one aspect of beha'vior will affect other dimensions as well, 
since, for example, health and fertility may be substitutes or com
plements in consumption. Rural Indian data indicate that the avail

t 
I I 

ability of family planning centers has a negative effect on recent 
I i. births but no effect on· children ever born, possibly reflecting in

I I ii creasing effectiveness, and a negative effect on child mortality asI . 

l well.They did not find strong evidence of family planning effects in 
. i ' 

the Laguna area of the Philippines. Dispensaries and hospitals inl I ! 
' I 

; 

I 
I 

ii India and Rural Health Centers in the Philippines appear to reduce 
I ! I 
-j i mortality rates. Sources of water supply also influenced mortalityt'. .\ 

1 ~! 
: I and fertility in India. Mark Rosenzweig and Ken Wolpin are extending 

the India component ·of this research to incorporate schooling decisions 
in tb'e same theoretical and empirical structure. 

1 

Rosenzweig and Wolpin are also continuing their work on the issue 
of household structure. They intend to extend the analysis discussed 
in last year's report to several other ·countries, including Colombia 
and : the United States. Wolpin is also studying the household structureI : 

i 
I 

I 

~: l -:, 
,..;· . 

,: I {
J" .l 
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of i,.Inilligrants to the United States to discover the degree to which 

is convergence to the household structure of natives. It ap
there 

that immigrants are more likely to reside in households with a 
pears 

l ex structure, i.e., in non-nuclear arrangements. However, the 
coIDP 

lysis relating length of U.S. residence to household structure is 
ana · 
not yet complete. In another study, Randall Olsen and Ken Wolpin are 

using retrospective data on the entire pregnancy, child mortality, 

employment, and contraception histories of 1500 Malaysian women to 

study the technical and behavioral determinants of child mortality 

and fertility. ·Finally, Mark Rosenzweig and Ken Wolpin are studying 

intra-family resource allocation decisions. By looking at the effect 

on different children within the family of governmental health and 

schooling interventions which ·come in the middle of the child rearing 

period, they hope to discern ·the degree to which families allocate 

resources effeciently to individual children. 

Kathryn H. Anderson and M. Anne Hill, who held postdoctoral 

appointments in the Economic Demography Program, completed two 

joint studies of age at marriage patterns in Japan and Malaysia. The 

first, "Marriage and Labor Market Discrimination in Japan" (Discussion 

Paper No. 348), extends Gary S. Becker's model of the decision to marry 

so that it expl_icitly incorporates age at marriage as a choice. They 

find in the Tokyo Metropolitan Area that both the socioeconomic vari

their levels ofables--the wife's and the husband's values of time, 

schooling and the wife's family background---hare significant effects on 

the age at marriage. Holding constant an exogenous time trend, they 

find that a 1966 Japanese court ruling against such discrimination 

lowered the average age at marriage by about one year. 

A second paper by Anderson .and Hill, "Determinants of Age at 

Marriage in Malaysia and Japan" (Discussion Paper No. 351), shows there 

is a-marked difference in the response of the marriage age to changes 

i~ the value of the wife's time in the two countries. In Malaysia, a 
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alue of time encourages an earlier marriage.• The opp S!t• 
higher v f Japan although both effects were quite sma11. 0lhe 

holdsresponsestruetoorma1e 1 schooling and to the husband's ~aged 
and fema e ~•re 

iry similar n . .the two countries. They also foun a significant 
rd time trend int e agve h e at marriage in both countries. For 

Malaysia, however, t s • • .upwa hi time trend is much steeper than for Japan. 

Kathryn Anderson co • .mpleted two papers utilizing Guatemala house. 
hold data. The f i rs•t ' 

"Determination of Fertility, Child Quality and
Child Surviva1 i n uaG t 

emala" (Discussion Paper No. 332), was a study
of fertility and child 

survival which tested the response of child 
mortality to changes in economic variables such as Wage rates, educa

tion, and ownership of land. Results, in general, supported the 

theory; fertility and survival were affected by the household's 

economic status. In .the second paper, "The Estimation of Wage 

Elasticities in Fertility Demand Equations" (Discussion Paper No. 346), 

showed that the choice of assumption about the distribution of errors 

in correcting for selectivity bias is very important in determining
the magnitude of the elasticity. 

Anderson is also completing a paper on the influence of public 

services on household behavior in Malaysia, Fertility, child survival, 

breastfeeding length, and labor supply are several of the issues she 

is exploring, Initial analysis shows that access to hospitals and 

clinics reduces the length of breastfeeding and increases fertility 
but has no effect on survival or labor supply. 

M. Anne Hill is also completing a separate study of the labor 
force decisions of married Women in the Tokyo Metropolitan Area, 

focusing Particularly on the choice between the formal and informal 

labor markets, In Japan, as in many developing countries, a large 

proportion of married Women Work in agriculture or in small family 

businesses. The model is specified so that the probability of enter

ing the labor force depends on the Potential wages in the formal market 
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d the informal market, years of schooling, experience, and the 
an 

band's income and schooling. The results show the labor force 
hUS 

Ses of Japanese women are very similar to those estimated for 
respon 

in the United States. These results, however, are highly sensi
women 

tive t o the inclusion of two variables that are closely related to 

the underlying "taste" for work: the number of young children and the 

ownership of a family business. 

Nancy Folbre, a post-doctoral fellow during the 1979-80 academic 

year, brought a rather different perspective to the Economic Demo

graphy Program. In her paper, "Of Patriarchy Born: The Political 

Economy of Fertility Decisions" (Discussion Paper No. 350), she 

acknowledges the importance of factors that the neoclassical "new 

household economics" emphasizes, such as household capital, level of 

education, wages, etc. But she stresses the importance of what she 

calls "patriarchal control" variables that affect, for example, both 

the percentage of a child's lifetime earnings that parents receive and 

the value of women's time. In this paper she illustrates the relation

ship between the neoclassical and patriarchal control variables and 

explores the ways in which patriarchal control changes over time. 

Such changes may be linked to, changes in the class structure of employ

ment, particularly the decline in the percentage of those in the labor 

force who are unpaid family workers and the often concomitant increase 
I 

in the percentage of wage laborers. 

Folbre's approach is further reflected in a second paper, "Discrim

ination Comes Home: A Critique of the New Household Economics." Here 

she argues the success of the "new household economics" is undermined 

by its failure to address the causes and consequences of inequality 

between the sexes. If sex discrimination occurs in the market it is 

also likely to occur in the home. The ways in which discrimination 

occurs in the market are likely to affect both household fertility 

decisions,and the supply of female labor are analyzed in the first 
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section of this paper. In the second section sh
> e Offtive approach to the analysis of discrimination ers an althe home, focusing .on the origins of inequality 

and exp1
0 itat1 

tet 
is reproduced over time. and hov, i cl\ t~

~<I, 

nequa.1!.tyFinally Folbre began a third paper in which she
hold survey data from the Philippines to test her n 

is \.1 
I Sing ho\l

I -;° approach to household production. on-neo l se,
c asstca1 

Agriculture and Natural Resources 

Robert Evenson and Hans ·P. Binswanger (a Growth
from the International Crops Research Institute for th

Center Vis1
tor. e Semi-Aridics in Hydet"abad, India) moved to the final stages of a u s Trop,International Development funded project on Technology and Rural

. . Agency for 
Incomes in India and related studies on the Philippines and Bangl dl · Core estimates of systems of output supply and factor demand

a esh 
·equations have been completed for the five major agro-climatic zonesin Indian agriculture '(northern irrigated wheat, northeastern rainfedrice, coastal irrigated rice, black soils semi-arid tropics and redsoils semi-arid tropics). Two papers by Binswanger and Evenson describethese estimates based on farm level data from India Farm ManagementStudies and district level data.

Evenson and his collaborators now have adequate data to investigate policy questions and to measure and analyze productivity changein Indian agriculture. Deraendra B. Gupta of The Institute forEconomic Growth, University of Delhi> visited the Growth Center toassi.st with this phase. Studies by Hans Binswanger and Gurushi Swamy
estimating food demand functions, Sanjay Dhar, estimat ing 

l bor migra8 

1 inr, thet ion functions, and Jaime Quizon and Hans Binswanger deve op '
implications of distributional theory forteh Problem have been 
comoleted. 
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The related projects for Bangladesh and the Philippines have 

mpleted and are summarized in dissertations by Salahuddin 
peen co 
Ahmad (Yale 1980) and Jaime Quizon (University of the Philippines 

1980) • 
T, N, Srinivasan wrote a paper,"Bonded Labor Contracts and In-

tives to Adopt Yield Raising Innovations in Semi-Feudal Agricul
cen 

11 which will be published in the Indian Economic Review. His
ture, 
analysis, which is part of a larger empirical and theoretical study 

of forms of contract and their implications in Indian agriculture, 

shows that some forms of semi-feudal contracts between tenants and 

landlords do not inhibit the adoption of yield raising innovations. 

Nicholas Lardy completed two papers on Chinese agricultural 

development since 1949. Both papers util'ize newly available informa

tion on Chinese agriculture in 1977-1979 that provide an opportunity 

to compare contemporary Chinese agriculture with that of the 1950s-

the last period for which reasonably reliable data are available. The 

first paper on food consumption analyzed the apparent contradiction 

between the vast increase in malnutrition in contemporary China com

pared with the 1950s and the constancy of per capita cereal production 

in these two periods. This paper points to increased disparities 

in regional production trends and a decline in marketing as the major 

causes of increased malnutrition. A second related paper focuses on 

the relationship between productivity growth and alternative forms of 

planning in China's collectivized agriculture. In periods of indirect 

planning, which is characterized by greater use of price incentives, 

greater freedom for producing units to specialize according to com

parative advantage, and flourishing rural private markets, Chinese 

agriculture has grown most rapidly and experienced rising factor pro

ductivity. In periods of direct -planning, when the state imposes 

detailed sown area targets and specific cropping patterns on produc

ing units and restricts private marketing, Chinese agriculture has 
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declining total factor proexperiencedslowly andrelativelygrown 

ductivity. tinued work on-est i mates of the cost of energy 
Brian Wright con as a whole. A paper, "The Cost of Tax-

. in the economy h dconservation . 11 publis e in the Bell Journal of 
d Energy Conservation, h elationship between partialInduce alyzes t e r

1980 
E nomics (Spring )' an pproaches to energy conservationco 1 equilibrium a . 
equilibrium and genera f energy cutback on labor and

that the effect o an 
This paper shows .1 "brium question which is not resobredemand is a ,· general equi 1 . 

capital d . b. lity or complementarity. However,Of factor substituta 1 
by measures f t r responsespartial equilibrium studies,. wh ic· h ignore these ac o , can 

provide useful outer bounds on the general equilibrium economic cost 

of energy conservation. 

Brian· Wright and Paul MacAvoy a(Y le School of Organization and 
Management) initiated work on a National Science Foundation research 

I 
'I project on medium-term agricultural policy modeling. A stochastic 

dynamic progrannning model which combines rational expectations, 

responsive supply, and profit-maximizing storage activity has been 

constructed as part of this project. This model, which is an extension 

of work on pro?uction stabilization reported in "The Effects of Ideal 

Production Stabilization: A Welfare Analysis Under Rational Behavior, " 
Journal of Political Economy, October 19 79 (Center Paper No , 281) , 

will be used to examine the implications of government market inter

ventions such as Price supports, buffer stocks and non-recourse loans, 
A paper written with Jeffrey Williams, "The 
as a Market Innovation " uses th. d Welfare Effects of Storage 

' is mo the effects ofintroducing profit-maximizing stor el to examine 

shows that st h age into a simple market model. Itorage as Welfare effe 
different from th0 cts that can be significantlyse caused by d' 
Further, when suppl i irect stabi1ization of production.Y s rational!the redistribution y 

associated 'With responsive to economic incentives,
th 

e introduction of storage can be 
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nuch 1ess than indicated by examples where planned supply is assumed 

be fixed. A companion paper with Williams "Th E
to ' e conomic Fune-

. of Storage," explores the general effects f
t1on o storage in the 

. ple market model, emphasizing the subtle interpl b 
5j_II! ay etween the 

specification of demand, the storage response, and the production 

Work is proceeding on the
response. effects of government policies, 

taking into account the response of private storage to these policies. 

another line of work, stochastic market stimulat1.·o i .
In ns ncorporat1.ng 

optimal storage rules and profit-maximizing producer response are 

being used to provide synthetic data to assess different approaches 

to estimating agricultural supply response. 

Tatsuyuki Ota, a visiting fellow from Nagoya University of 

eonnnerce, carried out a study of the Mitsugoro project in Sumatra, 

Indonesia. Undertaken by Mitsui and Company incorporation with the 

Indonesian government, the project's goal was to develop uninhabited 

lands and increase. agricultural production. The research, which will 

appear as a discussion paper of the Department of Economics of the 

Nagoya University of Commerce, focused ori a number of problems in the 

field of economic development. 

Keijiro Otsuka, a postdoctoral fellow from Tokyo Metropolitan 

University, was engaged in research on the diffusion on modern high

yielding wheat and rice varieties in India. His results, which will 

appear as a Growth Center Discussion Paper, show that the introduction 

of semi-dwarf high-yielding seed varieties in India induced indigenous 

research that had a further indirect productivity raising effect. 

Increased wheat and rice prices are also shown to have affected pro

ductivity growth by stimulating state research investment. 
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International Trade and Monetary Relations 

Louka Papaefstratiou, who was on leave with a Junior Faculty
Fellowship, worked on research projects concerned with problems of
macroeconomic adjustment following the oii price increase, and With
the implications of Greece's entry into the European Common Market
on agricultural prices, income and terms of trade. Her article,
"Transmission of External Price Disturbances and the Composition of 

' 1 Trade, 11 was published in the Journal of International Economics (May,
1980) and a second article, "Income Instability, Terms of Trade and
the Choice of Exchange Rate Regime, 11 coauthored with William H. Branson
Princeton University, appeared in the Journal of Development Economics 

, 

in its March 1980 issue. A review article on the theory of purchasing
power parity was published as Princeton Special Paper in Interna-
tional Finance No. 13. 

Jorge de Macedo's research focused on macroeconomic stabilization
policies of indu·strial countries and many-country portfolio models of
exchange rate behavior. A joint paper with Pent ti Kouri, forthcoming
in Weltwirtschaftiches Archiv, assesses the experience of stagflation
in the 1970s and criticizes the use of monetary policy to deal with
supply shocks. In his paper, 11Portfol,io Diversification Across
Countries 11 (Center Discussion Paper No. 321), de Macedo derives a
portfolio rule from an intertemporal consumption-savings maximization
problem in continuous time and computes the optimal portfolio of
eight major currencies from the perspective of an international in
vestor. 

De Macedo used the portfolio approach to exchange rate deter
mination to analyze exchange rate behavior in the presence of black
markets for foreign exchange in Center Discussion Paper No. 319. The
Portuguese currency experience is examined in Center Discussion Papers
Nos. 320, 322 and 323. He also estimated a portfolio model of the 

e l 11111 
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Portuguese escudo-U.S. dollar black market rate (Discussion Paper No. 

324). He and Paul Krugman assess the economic consequences of the 

Portuguese Revolution of April 25, 1974 in the framework of a simple 

small open economy model with flexible real wages (Discussion Paper 

No. 326). 

Masumi Kishi, a visiting fellow from Tokai University, Tokyo, 

examined alternative theoretical approaches to the adjustment of the 

balance of payments between the United States and Japan. Examining 

the Keynesian elasticities, .absorption, and monetary approach to the 

problem,he argues in a forthcoming paper that the monetary approach 

provides the best explanation of exchange rate instability and trade 

imbalances between Japan and the United States. 

The Public Sector 

T. N. Srinivasan, jointly with Jagdish Bhagwati (Columbia Univer

sity), wrote two papers on the theory of project evaluation in open 

economies. The theory is aimed towards developing rules for evaluating 

social costs and benefits of a project in an environment where private 

and social costs or benefits . differ. They show the validity of one 

such rule, namely the so-called Little-Mirrlees rule in which the 

social cost or benefit of a unit of any cormnodity is equated to its 

price in world markets,may fail when trade distortions arise due to 

import quotas or when some goods are not traded in world markets or 

when unexploited monopoly power in world markets exist. The second 

paper relates . some measures of tariff distortions in an economy such 

as effective . rates of protection and domestic resource ~osts to rules 

of project evaluation. Another paper by T. N. Srinivasan, also written 

jointly with Bhagwati, analyzes the implications of "lobbying" for the 

allocation of revenues generated by a tariff. Even though such lobby-

ing will divert resources from productive activities, in some cases lobby-
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ing could improve welfare if it diverts resources 
away fr 

'-~hich is socially wasteful but privately worthwhile b orn an act:i_' 
. ecause v1 

tariff distortion, Of the t) 

Peter Warr, a visiting fellow from Monash University 

prepared three research papers on benefit-cost analysis. 

first deals with the shadow pricing of non-traded connnodit·1.es i 
pre sence of market distortions. This ·paper shows that several n the 

i ' 
ly conflicting rules which have been proposed are . seem1

equivalent ng,
1 and 

rect. but not equally useful. The informational r • cor, , equirements
• of Pusuing 'optimal' rules can be extreme, particularly when b t, 

enefit-co 
analysis is to be applied widely within the public sector. st 

1\;ro com, 
monly proposed approximations of shadow prices, the use of (di 

started)
market prices and 'foreign exchange equivalent' shadow prices 

, are 
found to be inferior to other feasible approximations. 

The second paper, written jointly with Brian Wright, deals With 

the appropriate rate of discount for use in benefit-cost analysis when 

private savings are subject to what has been called an 'isolation par

adox', causing private saving to be socially non-optimal. This paper 

shows that even if this occurs, it is still appropriate to discount 

public investment projects at the market rate of discount, rather than 

a below market rate, as has sometimes been suggested. Warr' s th ird 

paper discusses the appropriate income distributional weighting system 

for benefit-cost analysis when private charity exists. It is argued 

that equal weights for all income groups should be used in this case, 

regardless of the degree of income inequlaity, and regardless of the 

form of the government's 'social welfare' function. This point is 
kes accountmade with the aid of a general equilibrium model, which t a 

of the response of individual charitable donations to the income 

effects of public projects. 
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NEW RESEARCH PROJECTS, 1980-1981
¢--

funding bas already been assured for two major research projects 

ill be undertaken in 1980-1981 at the Growth Center. They are
that w 

h 
se two of a National Science Foundation project on the role

the P a
of technology in development and a United States Department of Agri-

sponsored study of the agricultural research and extension
culture

in the United States.
system 

Technology in Economic Development-
Yale has been awarded a major grant in a special national competi

tion under the National Science Foundatiqn's Study Programs in Science 

and Technology Policy Research. The Growth Center was one of several 

institutions previously selected for a phase I award, the results of 

which are reported above under Programs of Research. The phase II 

grant, which is effective in the fall of 1980 for a period of three 

years, was made subsequent to successful competition with other 

research groups receiving phase I awards. The principal investiga

tors will be Gustav Ranis, Robert E. Evenson, and John C.H. Fei, 

all Professors of Economics and members of the Economic Growth Center. 

They will explore the factors determining technology choices and 

change, as well as consequences of such patterns for the performance 

of developing countries. Agriculture and a number of industries will 

be studied comparatively in India, the Philippines, Taiwan, South 

Korea, and Japan. 

Agricultural Research in the United States 

Robert Evenson and Wallace Huffman, Associate Professor of Economics, 

Iowa State University, are the principal investigators of a historical 

b 
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APPENDIX A 

SEMINARS AND DISCUSSION GROUPS 

July 1979 - June 1980 

Yo~v ~slev, Hebrew University, "Scale Economies and 

t enil,er 10
se:P Pn.ce 

Yale, "Surplus
Gerald Jaynes, Department of Economics 

'September 24 
Labor and Disguised Unemployment" 

Keijiro Otsuka, Postdoctoral Fellow Economic Growth
'October 18 "Determinants of Public Sector Agricultural.

Center,
Research in India" 

Nancy Folbre, Postdoctoral Fellow Economic Growth Cen-
, Deer-October 25 "The Life Cycle of the Patriarchal Family:

ter,
field, Massachusett"s, 1760-1840" 

Max Corden, Australian National University, "Taxation, 

October 29 
Real Wage Rigidity and Employment" 

Peter Warr, Visiting Fellow, Economic Growth Center, 
November 8 

11The Isolation Paradox and the Rate of l)iscount" 
· 

Jorge Sapoznikow, Visiting Fellow, Economic Growth 
November 15 

Center, "Industry in a Model of a Less Developed 

Economy" 

Paul Krugman, Department of Economics, Yale, "Intra-In

November 26 
dustry Specialization and the Gains from Trade" 

The Honorable Seymour Mullings, Minister of Agriculture 
December 7 

and Lands, Jamaica, "The Role of Agriculture in Jamai

ca's Economic Development" 

John Dutton, National Bureau of Economic Research,
December 17 

"American Foreign Investment and the National Advantage" 

Howard Pack, Swarthmore College, "Development of LDC
February 4 

Capital Goods Industry" 
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February 12 

March 24 

April 4 

April 7 

April 7 

April 1.4 

April 24 

April 28 

May l 

May 15 

Victor Tokman, Visiting Fellow, Economic G 
"The Influence of the Urban Informal Sect ro~th Cent 

or on L" erlnequality" '-Cono ,
111:1.c 

Robert Lindner, University of Adelaide "The 
Decision Time Lag11 

' lnnovat:1. 
Ott 

Richard N. Cooper, Under-Secretary of Stat 
Affairs, "North-South Relations: U. s. Appe for Econ0111 ~ 

roaches" "4.C 

Rafael M. Salas, Executive Director, United N 
Fund for Population Activities, "Internationa~tions 
tance in the Field of Population and Develop Assis-ment'' 

Robert Herdt, International Rice Research Insti 
Cornell University, "Who Benefits from New Rich t~te and 
nology in Asia" ech-

Ashok Kotwal, Boston University, "Contractual Arr 
ments in Indian Agriculture11 ange-

Edward Sparling, Visiting Fellow, Economic Growth c . enter
"Efficient Farm Size: A Function of Managing Idiosyn- ' 
cratic Tasks" 

•
John E. Roemer, Department of Economics, Yale, "Inequal-
ity, Exploitation, Justice and Socialism: A Theoretical
Historical Approach" 

Jorge Sapoznikow, Visiting Fellow, Economic Growth Cen
ter, "Internal Migration and Urbanization in Less 
Developed Countries" 

James Roumasset, University of Hawaii, "Induced Insti
tutional Change, Rural Development and Adam Smith" 

Labor and Population Workshop 

September 21 

September 28 

Kenneth Wolpin, Economic Growth Center, "Economic Analy
sis of the Extended Family" 

Robert Evenson, Economic Growth Center, "Es timad:g th 
Labor Demand Functions in a System of Equation: or 
Indian Agriculture 11 
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october 26 

November 16 

November 30 

December 7 

December 14 

January 18 

January 25 

February 1 
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Bruce Chapman, Graduate Student, Department of Economics, 
Yale, "A Model of Voluntary Lclbor Mobility" 

M. Anne Hill, Postdoctoral Fellow, Economic Growth Center, 
"Female Labor Force Participation in Japan" 

oavid Coppock, Graduate Student, Department of Economics, 
Yale, "Structure and Determinants of the Duration of 

t tlunemploymen 

Edward Lazear, University of Chicago, "Efficient Compen
sation Schemes Where Wages Deviate from Marginal Pro
duct" 

Kathryn Anderson, Postdoctoral Fellow, Economic Growth 
Center, "Effect of Child Mortality on Fertility and 
Child Quality" 

David Ellwood, Harvard University, "Teenage Unemploy
ment: Permanent Scar or Temporary Blemish" 

John Newman, Graduate Student, _Department of Economics, 
Yale, "The Onset and Pace of Childbearing: Costa Rica" 

Joel Hay, University of Southern California, "Physician 
_Specialty Choice and Specialty Income" 

James Medoff and Katherine Abraham, Harvard University, 
"Experience, Performance and Earnings" 

Paul Taubman, University of Pennsylvania, "Parental 
Preferences and Provision for Progeny" 

Zvi Eckstein, University of Minnesota, "Formulating and 
Estimating Dynamic Models of Agricultural Production 
and Land Allocation - The Egyptian Case" 

Adonis Yatchew, Harvard University, "Discrete and Con
tinuous Variables in a Demand Analysis of Labor Supply" 

Randall Olsen, Department of Economics, Yale, "Estimat
ing the Effect of Child Mortality on the Number of 
Births" 
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Fe.bruary 8 David Blau, University of Wisconsin , 
tility and Labor Supply in Nicaragu~" 'Nutrition

, Fer.. 

February 15 David Bloom, Princeton Univei:sity ''E 
Economics and Demography" ' saaya in lab

Ot 

Kathryn Anderson and M.February 22 Anne Hill, Postd
oc.tEconomic Growth .Center, "Determinants of A ora1 Fe11

in Japan" &e of "-
•"lclttt

O\ts 
I

ah 

Donald Parson, Ohio State University,tebruary 29 "The MaleForce Participation .Decision: He.alth, Reported IiLabor
and Economic Incentives" ealth

I 

Farrukh Iqbal, Wellesley College, "BorrowinMarch 7 
and Investment: A Model of the Financial B :, Sav1ng8 

Farm Households in India" e avior of 

Elizabeth Quizon, Graduate Student, DepartmentMarch 28 
nomics, Yale, "Fertility, Human Capital Invest of Eco,. 

Labor Supply Behavior in Farm Households" ments and 

April 4 John Abowd, University of Chic.ago, "Unemployment and 
Compensating Wage Differentials" 

April 7 Peter Orazem, Graduate Student, Department of Economi 

Yale, "Black-White Schooling Differentials in Marylan~~• 

April 18 Tom Macurdy, Stanford -University, "An Empirical Model 
of Labor Supply in a Life Cycle Setting" 

Mateen Thobani, Graduate Student, Department of EconomApril 25 
ics, Yale, "A Joint Choice Model of Mode Ownershi p and 

Mode to Work for the City of Karachi" 

Curtis Eaton and Willard White, Department of Economics,May 2 
Yale, "Trust and the Wages of Agents" 
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APPENDIX B 

ECONOMIC GROWTH CENTER PUBLICATIONS 

July 1979 - June 1980 

~
hi Ohkawa and Miyohci· Shinohara, editors, Patterns of Japanese 

l(azus Economic Development: A Quantitative Appraisal, Yale .University 

press, 1979 • 

~nter Papers 

"Nominal Tax Rates and the Effectiveness of Fiscal Policy", by
278. 

Louka T. Katseli-Papaefatratiou, National Tax Journal, Vol. 
XXXII, No. l, March 1979 • . 

-"Economic lienefits from Research: ·An Example from Agriculture,"
279. 

by Robert E. Evenson, Paul E. Waggoner and Vernon w. Ruttan, 
Science, Vol. 205, September 14, 1979. 

280. "Stagflation in an Open Economy," by Richard A. Brecher and 
Christopher J. Heady, Oxford Economic Papers, Vol. 31, No. 2, 
July 1979. 

281. "The Effects of Ideal Production Stabilization: A Welfare 
Analysis Under Rational Behavior," by Brian D. Wright, Journal 
of Political Economy, Vol. 87, No. 5, Pt •. I, October 1979. 

282. "Factor Market Structure .and Technology Choice in the Colombian 
Brick Industry," by Mary Ann Baily, Journal of Development 
Economics, Vol. 6, No. 4, December 1979. 

283. "Testing the Quantity-Quality Fertility Model: The Use of Twins 
as a Natural· Experiment," .by Mark .R. Rosenzweig and Kenneth I. 
Wolpin, Econometrica, Vol. 48, No. 1, ·February 1980. 

284. "Neoclassical Theory and the Optimizing Peasant: An Economic 
Analysis of Market Family Labor Supply in a Developing Country," 
The Quarterly Journal o·f Economics, Vol. XCIV, No. 1, February
1980. 

/ 
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285. "Economic Mobility, Monops_c;>ni~_t _ic ,!>iscrimination and S
ences in Wages," by Lucy A. 'Cardwell and Mark R R ex Differ..
Southern Economi__ c: J_o~~~al_ V 1 47 N • osenzwei',:.: ?.- :.. ·..',,,, o.- ~ , ~~;r_il 1980 • g, 

286. "Regional Inequalityt;~~~ ,o.~,h~r ~ S~~;-ces _of Income Vari
Colombia, 11 by Gary S. Fieids and T • . Paul -Schultz E ation in
Development and Cultural Change, Vol. 28, No 3 'A c~~0 

llli.£.
• ' pr 1980.

287. "Life-Cycle Labor Supply and Fertility: Causal Infer
_::!-_ Ho)ls_~h~~~}t~~e~!!-,Y b! Mark~R_. ,, Rosenzweig and Kennet:n~~s frotn

_ 

--..: .:,· :~ournal· :of Political·· Economy ~~-- :._; __._..' _ : ... . . . . Wolpin, 

Uiscussion Papers 

316. "Effective Protection and the Distribution of Personal 1by Sector in Colombia," by T. Paul Schultz, July 1979 • ncome 

317. ,'.'An_~c~n?mic_-~~lysis of_the~_Extei:ided Family in a Less Develo ed
-.~ •-: . ~0-~nt:!7:~)J~~e- ~em~nd?~~or_~:the~~ld~rl1-·:in an· Uncertain Environ-P

. ment-, ::.::J }y::..~J:'K:-.~• -::..~o_se~~eig.1 and , ~~~~eth. I ·. · Wolpin, . August 1979 • 
~ -,. l " ., ..,._ I. +o • ~

318. "Interpretation of Relations Among Mortality, Economics of the 
jl. ::- ·:.:rHou-sehold!r,:., abdt.the, Hea"l'th' .Environment·, !' by.~T .- Paul Schultz,

. ;-i,Septemoer.11l97.9 ·~ .-.·,,::. ·.,:0,.,., :'i:;;::;t_,; .:< ~xr.:..-: 
1 

.:·•• , · ,:-. -. 

I~~- ~_:._ : •~1. •r•.-(.~'.:~1 ":(~:~~~ ( • i): °).•,:, r

319. "Exchange Rate Behav_ior ~~th Currency _Inconvertibility ~i, by Jorgeb_;Braga :-de; tMac-edo:~:.. ,Septe-giber.- '191,9.;.· ., ~:..:.- .n.: :;,:: 1 ; ,-. _: · :- . '- -
~~• l f" ~i t l.{ ~i:::'! -•,~J~!.1J !7 '~-•·;_• .::.'\ .. ,,.:_,:; _,:~;_~_~• ' ~>-•:__. I"•-..~•, . :_;:·~._

320. "Portuguese Currency Experience: An Historical Perspective, 11

by Jorge Braga de Macedo, September 1979.
·:; ...;·:~~ !:.:)..fl t... ! f;O ,; :[ :·.,~ •. -~:<· :-1.-:.·:.:; : i-:;_~ J_ -_-:.~~~ -·3 1r=-.1~._.. l- ·-

321\ srr:n.!!Por,tfol;io·, Diver.s1ficatibn;-Across1Currencies,, !~- by ·Jorge Braga
de ·:Macedo-,:' !S.ep.tembe r J:97.9...i , "\(, . ~ -,'; , Y•~a.- ::,:, '. _ __. 

322,. ~:.fc:·J!Forei'gil .,Exchan·ge: Ma:rket~,!-Effic•iency.':t ·and~the· Currency. Incon
_:y_er:t !.b}~•~ty_;ttf ~~1::_G_~i ~ ot~·tne rEx'change ,Rates. of. the Portuguese
Escudo Against the ~u·.-s;. ·:Dollar.•\1973-78', "~·-by, Jorge · Br~ga de
Macedo, October 1979.

~: :r.t~ i~~ ... ·, s ...~u :;,\1~ • " ...~L·c::: ·{) .t tJ.. ..7 -;:-·':( ...:.-;:_ .:r-,:., : ..'.
323.T •·l:J 'Mc,netari·s e: .Models··-of -Exchange:·Rate;:Determination: Evidence

from Pdr.t ugal· .19:73~-78,~" byt J _or'ge Jh~aga_-: ~~-~c~do, October 1979 • 

324 ;; ~.;:·}!Exchange :Rates{~i n :-Fortugal1' 1973-197.8 :~·A•.Portfolio· Model of ~
9.

,· - · ~. :.ri;•.Inconvertib'1e'. Curiency•/ !: ,by. ,Jorge •Braga de Macedo, October 1 
t,•;,;·:- i.J~ _. :!~-- ~: t, ; , ,.t_~~t .a 

1:l.~..<-.. . l '.) ../ -~~·..~'..l.:•~,~:~::1 
..!. ~J,...... ~-~:: ·. __.. '~ • . 
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''Shadow Pricing Rules for Non Traded Commodities "
Warr, October 1979. , by Peter G. 

"The Economic Consequences of the April ZSth Revolution,. 
Paul Krugman and Jorge Braga de Macedo, November 1979. • by 

"The cost of Aggregate Energy Conservation" 
November 1979. • by Brian D. Wright, 

328. "Factor Subsitution Possibilities in India M f 
n anu acturing In-dustries, " by Sharif Mohammad, November 1979. 

329. "An Empirical Verification of Keesing's Hypothesis_ Skill In
tensity of Exports and Import Replacement in India, n by Sharif
Mohammad, November 1979. 

330. "Southern Cone Stabilization Plans,", by Carlos F. Diaz Ale
jandro, November 1979 • . 

331. 
"Trade, Growth and Income Redistribution: A Case Study of India,
by Sharif Mohammad, November 1979. 

332. 
"Determination of Fertility, Child Quality, and Child Survival 
in Guatemala," by Kathryn H. Anderson, December 1979. 

333. 
"The Isolation Paradox and the Discount Rate for Benefit-Cost 

Analysis;." by Peter G. Warr and Brian D. Wright, December 1979. 

334. 
"The Growth and l>ecline of Chinese Family Clan," by John C.H.
Fei and Ts'ui-jung Liu, January 1980. 

335. 
"Charity, Taxation and Distributional Weights in Benefit-Cost
Analysis," by Peter G. Warr, January 1980. 

336. "Employment and Income Distribution Constraints in Latin Ameri
ca," by Gustav Ranis, February 1980. 

337. "Flexible Consumer Demand System with Linear Estimation Equa
tions Food Demand in India," by Gurushri Swamy and Hans P.
Binswanger, Barch 1980. 

338 
• "Estimating the Effeet of Child Mortality on the Number of 

Births," by Randall J. Olsen, February 1980. 
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339. 
r Uemand System with Linear Estiniatio"Flexible Conisum; dia " by Gurushri Swamy and lian p : £quat1, "h 

Food Demand n n • 8 • """""• -~March 1980. ••t,1 0 
340. t O

f the Permanent Income liyPothesis: The l~"A New Tes ti f F &<&Pact cthe Income and Consump on o am, liouseho1dWeathe~bon eIndia, Y K nneth I. Wolpin, March 1980. a ino, 

341. Rates 
"l::xchange and Terms of Tradej ind the"-'-Argentine Republ:t.c.1913 1976 

_ ," by Carlos F. Diaz Ale an ro, ,-...rch l9ao. 
342. 

"Size of Households and Income Disparities•" by Siuion l<uznet,Harch 1980. ' 

l 
! 

343. 
11"Inequality in the Size Distribution of Households: Difference,and Trends, by Simon Kuznets, March 1980. 

344. 
"Latin America in Depression, 1929-1939," by Carlos p. DiazAlejandro.; March 1980. 

345. 

"Toe Evolution of Japan's Financial System in the Interwar Pert.od," by Hugh Patrick, March 1980. 
346. 

"Toe Estimation of Wage Elasticities in Fertility Demand Equations," by Kathryn H. Anderson, March 1980. 
347. 

"Market Opportunities, Genetic Endowments and the Intra-Family 
Distribution of Resources: Child Survival in Rural India," 
by Mark R. Rosenzweig and T. Paul Schultz, March 1980.348. 

"Marriage and Labor Market Discriuiination in Japan," by l<athrynH. Anderson and M. Anne Ifill, April 1980,
349. 

1980."1'he Postwar EconoQJ.c History of Japan," by Hugh Patrick, April 
350. 

"Of Patriarchy Born: The Political Economy of Fertility Decisionsk" by Nancy Folbre, June 1980. 
351. 

"Determinants of Age at Marriage in Malysia and Japan," by
ICathryn H. Anderson and M. Anne Hill, June 1980,
11352. 

t 

Bir bweight, The Production of Child Health, and Input Demand•II

353. by Mark I\, Rosenzweig and T • Paul schultz , June 1980, 
"Th • " 

e <>eaource Allocation Problem in Research and Development,by Brian D. Wright, June 1980. 
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APPENDIX C 

otiiER pUHLICATIONS BY FACULTY OF THE ECONOMIC GROWTH CENTER 

1979 - 1980 

sraga de Macedo, "Perspectives on the Stagflation of the 197O's,"Jorge (with Pentti J .K. Kouri), Germany, 1979. 

10s F• Oiaz-Aleja~dro, review of Corporate Imperialism: Conflictcar and Expropriation. Transnatio:1al Corporations and Economic
Nationalism in the Third World, by Norman Girvan in Journal of§mparative Economics, 2, 1978. 

, review of Primary Commodity Exports and Economic Development:.---Theory, Evidence and a Study of Malaysia, Dy John T. Thoburn
in Journal of International Economics, Vol. 8, No. 4, November 1978. 

, review of Dependency and Development in Latin America, by--Fernando Henrique Cardoso and Enzo Faletto in The Journal ofEconomic History, Vol. 39, No. 3, September 1979. 

, "An Introduction" to a Symposium on Exchange-Rate Policy in-semi-Industrialized Countries, Journal of Development Economics,Vol. 6, No. 4, December 1979. 

, comment in Challenges to a Liberal International Economic---Order, edited by R.C. Amacher, G. Haberler, and T.D. Willett,American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy, Washington,D.C., 1979. 

, discussion of "Changes in Trade Shares and Economic Growth," in---The American Economic Review, Vol. 70, No. 2, May 1980. 

, "Colombian Minor Exports and Their Effect on Income Distribu---tion," (with Albert Berry), Ronald Soligo, editor, Economic
Policy and Income Distribution in Colombia, Westview Press,
Boulder, Colorado, 1980. 

Robert E. Evenson, ''Work and Demographic Behavior in Rural PhilippineHouseholds, 11 (with E. King-Quizon and B. Popkin) Rural Households in Asia, (editor with c. Florencio, B. White, and H. Binswanger), University of Singapore Press, 1980. 
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Fe.J., C.B. • Grow-.tlt With E uit : The Taiwan Case, (wit 
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